QUETTA ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY LIMITED

GORRIGENDUM
FOR

BIDDING DOCUMENT NO: IGM/NGS

-

LOT # IV (R)

(srNGLE STAGE TWO ENVELOPE BIDDING PROCEDURE)
With reference to thb advertisement oublished on 04.04.2021 vide advertisement no. PID (Q) 541/2020. The
followinq amendment made and shall be read as under:
Followinq eliqibility conditions/qualification criteria shall apply for each Tranche:

(i) Participation (as single entity or JV partner) in ONE OR MORE THAN ONE CONTRACTS OF SIMILAR NATURE
of proposed contract with stringing by controlled tension method including testing & commissioning on turnkey basis

of at least 75km accumulated length of 132kV or higher voltage transmission lines that were

successfully
commissioned within the last 10 years and operating for at least 2 consecutive years as of the bid opening date. The
similarity of the Bidder's participation shall be based on the physical size, nature of works, complexity, methods,
technology or other characteristics as described in Section 6 - Employer's Requirements of Bidding Documents.
(For the sake of Clarification, it is mentioned that T/line refers to Double circuit T/line)

(ii) ln case of Joint Venture, at least one of the partners of Joint venture shall meet the relevant experience criteria
as specified in "(i)" above while each of the other JV partne(s) must have constructed (either as single entity, JV
partner or approved sub-contractor) at least ONE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT with stringing by controlled tension
method including testing & commissioning of at least 40 km length of 132kV or higher voltage transmission line that
wa$ successfully commissioned within the last 10 years and operating for at least 2 consecutive years as of the bid
opening date.
(For the sake of Claification, it is mentioned that T/line refers to Double circuit T/line)

The Bids must be submitted in the office of the undersigned at the address given below on or before 09.06.2021 at 2:00
PM. Late bids shall be rejected. Technical Bids shall be opened at 2:30 PM on same day in the presence of bidder or
authorized representative of bidder who choose to attend. QESCO reserves all the rights regarding rejection of Bids as
defined in PPRA Rules 2004.

All the other terms and conditions will remains unchanged.

a
S ADDRESS

Peiect Director (GSC).QESCo

Opp: Bazai Qila Bungalow # 03
Airport Road Quetta, Pakistan
Telephone: +92. - 81 - 2881092
Fax +92 - 81- 2307054

Email: pdoscoescoqta@qmail.com

